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EURUSD spot 1.1456 +0.0050/         
+0.43%

↑ ↓ - - -

GBPUSD spot 1.3083 -0.0117 /        
-0.89%

↑ ↓ - - -

Eurostoxx 50 cash 3171.12 +7.88/              
+0.25%

↑ ↓ - 2976.64, 
2920.28

short

S&P500 - ES
(Mar ‘19)

2704.25 +40.75/                 
+1.53%

↑ ↓ - 2322.75 short

Gold - GC
(Apr ‘19)

1322.10 +17.80/                
+1.36%

↑ ↑ 1316.50, 
1339.40

- -

30-year Bond - ZB
(Mar ‘19)

145 30/32 + 27/32 /
+0.58%

→↑ ↑ 150-24 149-9 long

EURUSD: The Euro continues back and forth. The picture remains very mixed. Eventually this energy build-
up will break to one direction. In the meantime we continue to recommend staying out.

GBPUSD: Last week we wrote: “If we are to agree that the markets are “future discounting” machines, then
it seems that the foreign exchange markets have decided a very “positive” outcome to the Brexit soap-
opera. Our model remains very confused by the volatility so we continue to stand aside. There is a crucial
vote in parliament this Tuesday so expect the volatility to continue.” We continue to recommend no
position. This can go either way.

Eurostoxx50: According to our model’s current outputs, the short-term trend points up and the longer
term trend points down. In these situations our default position bias would typically be neutral (out).
However when we break down the weight of the evidence it is clear to us that we should be leaning on the
short side. As such, based on the very strong longer term sell signals we will maintain our short bias for
another week.

S&P500: Last week we wrote: “At the risk of being branded a “perma-bear”, if I haven’t been branded as
one already, I cannot help but continue to point-out that rallies should be used to unload stocks.” I am
currently contemplating eating those words. We definitely live in a bizarro world. The Fed’s recent policy
switch can certainly not be ignored and it seems they just replenished the punch-bowl. We’ve now had 6
weeks of very bullish action. Some pause should be expected. We will maintain the short bias.

Gold: Last week we wrote: “Our thesis remains that until gold breaks convincingly above the 1325 area or
so, a proper uptrend will not be in place. In the meantime, gold is making the right noise. Our shorter term
trend remains up with more targets pointing to the magic breakthrough area of 1325. Let’s see what
happens.” This week we achieved one of our price targets. We’re now at an area of very heavy confluence
and resistance and also quite overextended on a momentum basis. Bar some freak geopolitical event (yes,
they probably do still exist), I do not see gold advancing much further for now.

30-year bond: We remain bullish on bonds and this week’s Fed policy switch should give further support to
our thesis of higher prices and lower yields.
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Bold: Price target achieved on close
Italic: Price target hit but not on close

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcjSDZNbOs0

